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Public Input FAQ's
How long and wide will the new pier be and will it be built to withstand a Hurricane?
The Cole Park Pier is being designed for the enjoyment of the whole community. The pier will
feature areas for both fishermen and general visitors to enjoy. The pier length will remain the
same length as before to remain within City owned property. The City and its consultants are
evaluating width options. The pier is designed to withstand the elements and will be part of the
community for decades to come.

What Fishing elements can we expect to see on the new pier?
Fishing was a key feature of the previous pier and will continue to be so for the new Cole Park Pier.
The design is intended to accommodate enough space for fishermen and other visitors to the pier.
Casting -As a pier designed to be used for fishing, casting space is a priority in the overall
design and placement of surrounding features.
Rod Holders - The pier will include rod holders. The exact number and locations are to be
determined.
Cleaning - The pjer will include fish cleaning stations. The locations are still to be determined.
Shade and Seating - The locations of shade structures and seating are being evaluated to
maximize beneficial use for all visitors. Visitors will have the opportunity to relax and enjoy the
atmosphere that the pier provides.

Can color be added to the Plaza Design?
The plaza is being designed to serve as key element bringing together the park and pier features.
The City is evaluating design and color options to showcase the vibrant nature and history of the
Cole Park. The City would like to honor the history of the park by re-creating elements from the
park past such as the original Cole Park Pier archway.

